Strikers Walk Picket Lines Today

By LUCIA CLAY

Wednesday will be "family day" for striking sand
makers, who were joined Tuesday night in
picking the two sawmill workers from 6 to 8 a.m.

Workers attended two meetings Tuesday night.
The first at the Oklahoma City Chamber of
Commerce, 200 N. W. 23rd, where picketing strategy was discussed. Later at
Snider's Saldanha Restaurant, 2005 N. Main,
where the picket leaders met.

The group consists of about 80 members of the
Progressive Civic Club. The spirit of Martin Luther King
was said by one speaker. "We can't back down. We
must win their strike and our own." Two other
ambassadors from the Progressive Civic Club
were present.

"A lot of people said violence has been the best
but they didn't prove anything yet," one speaker said.
The "strenuous" was discussed. "We
must have courage and be strong."

At 6 a.m., the picketing begins with a song and
speeches.

Some Workers To Be Re-Hired?

STRIKE MERCY URGED

BY CITIZENS' PANEL

Oldland Cool To Proposals

BY PHILIP MORRIS

City police keep vigil

As meetings opened Tuesday night over an
expected strike, the Air Force News
was reporting from a national
strike.

The Oklahoma City Police
and Fire Department were
on alert Tuesday night.

"We must be prepared to go as
soon as the strike is declared," a
policeman said.

"We have a lot of work to do,
" he said.

The City Commission declared
that the strike would be declared
on Saturday night.

1,000 May Be Dead

In Grisly Wreckage

Pass Christian, Miss. — The Pass Christian
Police Department said a woman was killed in a
hit-and-run accident on Tuesday night.

The woman, who was identified by the
passenger in the car as a 50-year-old woman,
was killed in a one-car accident on
Tuesday night.

The car, a Ford sedan, was traveling
southbound on U.S. 90 when it hit a tree.

"We are looking for the driver of the car,
" the police chief said.

Police officers have set up a police station
at the site of the accident.

Police lines up at police station to block striking garbage workers. Photo by George Wilson.

Inside News

Spirito Slates Camille Tour

Spirito will leave on his Camille
Tour on March 15th. He will play 30
shows in 30 days. His tour will
begin in New York City and end in
Los Angeles. The tour is sponsored
by the United States Department of
State. Spirito will also perform in

Tribe for crew cut with new
radio station in Oklahoma.

Edward Steiner, the president of
Steiner Communications, said the
station will be called "The
Medicine Man.

Tribal leaders in Oklahoma have
agreed to a new radio station to
serve the Seminole Tribe.

Steiner Communications, which is
building the station, will begin
broadcasting in late March.
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Strikes Danger Cited

Racial Overtones Fearsed

By RAYMOND DELUCA

The Oklahoma City City Council
approved a new garbage collection
system Tuesday night, but the council
 FirebaseDatabase

City Manager Robert Oldland said the new system will
create a major problem for the city's garbage
pickers. "We must be ready to go as
soon as the strike is declared," he said.

"We have a lot of work to do,
" he said.

The City Commission declared
that the strike would be declared
on Saturday night.

"We want them to see all the measures at their
 disposal," Oldland said.

"We also want to be sure they know
that we are not seeking damaging racial
overtones," he said.

City Manager Robert Oldland has refused to
reconsider the new garbage collection
system. "Most of the garbage workers are Negroes," Oldland said.

"It is a dangerous situation," he said.

"We want to see all the measures at their
disposal," Oldland said.

"We also want to be sure they know
that we are not seeking damaging racial
overtones," he said.

City Manager Robert Oldland has refused to
reconsider the new garbage collection
system. "Most of the garbage workers are Negroes," Oldland said.

"It is a dangerous situation," he said. "We want to see all the measures at their disposal," Oldland said. "We also want to be sure they know that we are not seeking damaging racial overtones," he said.
Hawaii, here we come!

Go with us and you are in for a one lovely feeling after another. September 16th, the Proud Bird with the Golden Tail starts a new standard of comfort that others can only look up to.

Seats! End of the scrunch. You can positively fall around in the widest seats ever in Coach and Economy. A breeze instead of the usual 6 "Fares! Continental introduces the lowest regular fare ever offered to the 50th State.*

Food! We don't feel you, we forget you in the finest tropical fashions. Even our thirsty Economy Class has food service available at modest cost.

Experience! Thousands of flights over the years have turned the Pacific into a familiar friend. Service! Our Director of Passenger Service on board reports to management on how well you were treated. He has the incentive to get things done for you that no one else can.

Sure we have extra wide screen color movies but that's getting down to the small stuff.

So if you're looking for deals, don't read 'em and weep. Switch them to Continental's Golden Hawaiian Flights.

*Continental's Tuesday Economy Fares, Monday through Thursday.
Case Book Of Dr. Chase

Crying Baby Scares Parents

Tears Interrupt Polanski's Defense Of Murdered Wife

J. C. Penney Promotes 3 Executives

10 Good Reasons

Why your boy should have a newspaper route.

Pairs Reveal Plans To Wed

New Hot Blast Due

Garbage Truck And Friend

Death Trial Set At Tulsa

Introducing the first 24-hour-day Housemaid

Everyday Low Prices

Keep the air 95% dust free!
Tension, Charges Fill The Air

Panthers Stand By Around Strike Site

Dawn Brings Eerie Scene

Free Legal Aid Due?

Edmond Discounts Phone Gear Suit

Camille's Damage Weighs Heaviest Toward Landfall

Segregation May Cut Aid On School Repairs
People Pick KJAK For Their Favorite Pickin' (Country Music That Is!)

smooooooooooth 100.5!

KJAK
A BRAND NEW STATION
WITH A BRAND NEW SOUND
ANOTHER JACK BEASLEY STATION

Metropolitan
more country music
24 full hours of everyday

early to bed—early to rise—work like the devil and advertise on KJAK
Gass Pushing OSU; Tickets, Too

Killebrew's
34th Voids
Yaz's Slam

Mets Topple
Marichal, 1-0

Ashe, Cup
Teammates Advance

Closing Prices Listed On The New York Stock Exchange

Holtzman
Gets First
No-Hitter

Trials Open
For Futurity
At La Mesa

San Diego
Stops Skid
At 10, 5-4

Market Summaries

Kostelnik Traded
For Future Choice

Insurance, Bank And Trust
EVANS & SIMMONS PRESENT

The King Size Story:

EVERYONE SHOULD HAVE KINGSIZE! WHY? “SPRAWL OUT” ROOM GIVES YOU BETTER SLEEP! WHY IS THIS GOOD? BETTER SLEEP LETS YOUR BODY “RECHARGE” AND YOU LIVE LONGER! ISN’T THIS REASON ENOUGH TO BUY KINGSIZE?

SIMMONS MAKES MORE & BETTER KINGSIZE THAN ANY MANUFACTURER IN THE WORLD

EVANS HAS THE LARGEST SELECTION ON KINGSIZE THAN ANYONE IN OKLAHOMA
HERE ARE A FEW OF OUR TREMENDOUS SELECTION

- **Beautyrest Exquisite**
  Quilted with a thick pad of luxurious dacron cover designed by Pauline Trigere. Over 1300 individually wrapped coils.

- **Beautyrest Elegance**
  Luxury of foam & dacron over 1300 individually wrapped coils. Durable Sani-Seal treated print cover.

- **Beautyrest Supreme**
  World’s most popular mattress! Upholstered with sinuflex no “ Coil Feel”—body lifting comfort. Over 1300 individually wrapped coils.

- **Challenger—Coil on Coil**
  Compare with other brands at $399.95 & $399.95—Save $100.00. Evans exclusive Scotchgard® cover in lovely floral print.

- **Challenger Latex Foam**
  Exclusive at Evans of course. Same top quality as Challenger incorporating exclusive Scotchgard® cover in beautiful floral print.

- **Sleep-Well Quilt**
  Felt & Sisal 44 coil mattress. Exquisite floral ticking deeply quilted top and bottom with Sani-Seal treated cover.

- **Backshield Quilt Set**
  Extra firm posture set for those who need a hard mattress with comfort. Extra firm coils—quilted cover with double layer of foam.

- **Hotel-Motel Special**
  Durable button-tufted stripe ticking heavy duty handles—quilted side walls.

PRICES FROM $139.95 to $499.95

EVANS HOME FURNISHINGS • 800 SOUTH WESTERN •
CE 2-2461 • OPEN DAILY 9 TO 9, SUNDAYS 1 TO 7 •
• CONVENIENT CREDIT TERMS • FREE PARKING